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Abstra t
CIL
We present  , a typed - al ulus whi h is intended to serve as the basis of an intermediate

language for optimizing ompilers for higher-order polymorphi programming languages. The
language CIL has fun tion, produ t, sum and re ursive types. In addition, CIL has a novel formulation of interse tion and union types and ow labels on both terms and types. The al ulus
is formulated to support the integration of polyvariant ow information in a polymorphi ally
typed program representation. These ow types an guide a ompiler in generating ustomized
data representations in a strongly typed setting. We prove that the al ulus satis es on uen e
and subje t redu tion properties.

1 Introdu tion
Higher-order polymorphi programming languages are widely understood to be more expressive but
less eÆ ient than their rst-order monomorphi ounterparts. The ineÆ ien ies arise in part from
diÆ ulties in omputing eÆ ient data and ontrol representations in the presen e of the abstra tion fa ilities that hara terize these languages and in part from a ompiler organizing prin iple,
the uniform representation assumption (URA), whi h di tates that ea h type in the language is
asso iated with a single representation in the target ma hine language. Although some of the
implementation osts of this lass of languages may be unavoidable, improvements in run-time
performan e an be expe ted from relaxing the URA and supporting ustomized data and ontrol
representations.
In this paper we introdu e CIL , an expli itly typed - al ulus whi h serves as a basis for an
intermediate language in a ompiler for a higher-order polymorphi programming language.1 The
 This
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key innovation of the language is the integration of polyvariant ow information and polymorphi
type information into a single ow type system whi h supports transformations into ustomized data
representations. In CIL , terms and types have annotations that approximate the ow of values
from the points where they are produ ed (their sour es) to the points where they are onsumed
(their sinks). Flow annotations en ode ontrol and data ow information as it would be omputed
by one of several typed ow analyses in the literature [Hei95, Ban97, Mos97, JWW97℄. These ow
annotations an be used to onstru t data representations tailored spe i ally to sour e/sink pairs
and to implement eÆ ient ontrol stru tures.
The al ulus CIL is an expli itly typed - al ulus with fun tion, produ t, sum and re ursive
types. In addition, CIL has a novel formulation of interse tion and union types and ow labels on
both terms and types. Flow information is represented in CIL using two features:
1. Flow labels: Sour e and sink terms are annotated with ow labels. Ea h type onstru tor (a
fun tion type in parti ular) is annotated with a set of sour e labels approximating the sour e
terms produ ing the values of that type and a set of sink labels approximating the sink terms
onsuming the values of that type.
2. Interse tion and union types: Interse tion and union types [vB93, Pie91, BDCd95℄ are polymorphi types whi h an be used to en ode polyvariant ow information. A value v owing
to m sinks an be assigned an interse tion type with m onjun ts. In CIL , this value would
be represented as a virtual tuple ontaining m opies of v. When v is a polymorphi fun tion,
the interse tion type an be viewed as a nitary form of a universal type in whi h the on rete
types at whi h the polymorphi fun tion is instantiated are represented expli itly. Polyvarian e an also be represented with interse tion types by using one onjun t for ea h of the
multiple analyses of a fun tion. Dually, a set of n values owing to a given sink an be represented by a virtual sum (a value of union type) with n disjun ts. The sink an be expressed
as virtual ase expression whi h dispat hes to one of n lauses based on the virtual inje tion
tag. A union type an be viewed as a nitary form of an existential type [MP88, MMH96℄
in whi h ea h of the possible sour e types are represented expli itly.
From a theoreti al point of view, ow labels are unne essary sin e any ow information
representable with label-annotated types an instead be represented with interse tion and
union types. However, from an engineering point of view, ow labels are important for
naming purposes and be ause sets of ow labels are more ompa t.
Virtual tuples and virtual ase expressions provide support for the ompiler in ustomizing data
representations. For example, the ompiler may hoose to represent a fun tion owing to several
appli ation sites with several ustomized pie es of run-time ode. If the fun tion is polymorphi ,
the run-time ode may be ustomized spe i ally for the type at whi h it is instantiated. This
type of ustomization, alled type spe ialization in the literature, is parti ularly e e tive sin e it
avoids the overhead of boxing (see Se tion 2). Irrespe tive of whether the fun tion is polymorphi ,
the run-time ode may be ustomized for other ontext dependent properties su h as allee-save
register onventions, a tivation re ord layout, sta k availability of free variable values, et . When
the ompiler ele ts to ustomize a sour e, it splits the sour e by onverting the virtual tuple into a
real tuple and onverting the orresponding virtual proje tions to real ones. Similarly, the ompiler
may ele t to represent a given appli ation site with several ustomized run-time alling sequen es,
possibly inlining some number of the alls. In this ase the ompiler splits the sink by onverting the
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virtual sum to a real one (i.e., one with run-time tags) and onverting the orresponding virtual
ase expression to a real one. See [DMTW97℄ for an extensive dis ussion of how CIL supports
ustomized fun tion representations.
As a al ulus, CIL supports equational reasoning. We prove that it is on uent and satis es
the subje t redu tion property. Be ause ow information is represented in the types, the latter
property guarantees that the ow annotations are sound with respe t to the rewrite rules of the
al ulus.
CIL is an example of a typed intermediate language (TIL). TILs have been used in several
re ent ompilers for higher-order polymorphi languages [Sha94, Mor95, PJ96, PJM97℄. The key
motivation for the expli it types in these languages is to transmit type information available in
the early stages of the ompiler to the later stages of the ompiler through a series of program
transformations that preserve the well typedness of the intermediate language programs. In the
later stages of the ompiler, the type information an be used to guide data representation de isions
and optimizations and to provide a urate type information needed at run-time (e.g., for garbage
olle tion). Types also serve as an important debugging aid in the ompiler development pro ess.
While most other typed intermediate languages have been based on System F [Gir72, Rey74℄,
CIL
 is based on interse tion and union types.2 The integration of ow and type information in
CIL , made possible by the ombination of ow labels and union and interse tion types, has several
bene ts:

 The ow information embedded in types an be used to guide a wide range of optimizations
and representation de isions that are not possible with traditional type information alone.
Flow information is riti al for distinguishing usage ontexts that traditional types do not
distinguish. For instan e, ow information an:
{ indi ate the instantiation types of a polymorphi fun tion and enable spe ialization of

the fun tion at these types.
{ override ineÆ ien ies implied by the universal representation assumption by exposing
the opportunity for multiple representations of monomorphi ally typed data.
{ enable lassi al optimizations like onstant propagation, dead ode elimination, and loop
transformations by dete ting ow patterns in a maze of higher-order fun tion alls.

 Type-preserving ompiler transformations ne essarily preserve the ow analysis embedded in
the types, i.e., the ow analysis must ontinue to be a onservative approximation of the
a tual ow. This makes it unne essary to re ompute the ow analysis on the result of the
transformation unless greater pre ision is desired.
 The additional ow information an aid in orre tness proofs and in the debugging of ompiler
implementations.

2 The omission of universal and existential quanti ers within the CIL type system is possible largely be ause
of an assumption of whole-program ompilation, in whi h the instantiation types of polymorphi fun tions and
representation types of abstra t data are all known. Extensions to CIL supporting separate ompilation are likely
to in lude some form of universal and existential quanti ation for the purpose of de iding whether a program is a
legal member of the language.
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Flow and type information have been ombined in other type systems, but most of these an only
express monovariant ow analyses and none has been used as the basis for a ompiler intermediate
language. Heintze oined the term \ ontrol ow types" in the ontext of a system in whi h fun tion
types are annotated with sets of sour e labels [Hei95℄; the system does not support sink labels and
is limited to the expression of monovariant ow analyses. Jouvelot and Tang's ontrol ow e e t
system [TJ94℄ also involves sour e label annotations of arrow types but annot express polyvariant
ow analyses. Jim uses interse tion types to model the let-style polymorphism of ML [Jim95, Jim96℄
in the ontext of type inferen e. Banerjee ombines interse tion types with sour e label annotations
to en ode a polyvariant ow analysis [Ban97℄, but again, the emphasis is on type inferen e, not
on ompilation. The rst formal orresponden e between a lass of polyvariant ow analyses and
interse tion and union types was shown by Palsberg and Pavlopoulou [PP98℄. Flow and type
information are also merged in onstrained types [Cur90, EST95, AW93, AWL94℄, but the lass of
ow analyses expressible in these systems is not lear.
The traditional approa h to using program analysis in ompilation involves maintaining the
results of the analysis separately from the type information of a typed intermediate language. In this
approa h, any formalism onne ting an analysis to the typed program is outside the type system.
One onsequen e is that well typedness preserving program transformations are not guaranteed to
preserve the results of an analysis. In general, it may be ne essary to reanalyze the program after
every transformation. Not only is reanalysis expensive, but analysis of a transformed program may
yield less pre ise information than for the original program3 , possibly ausing loss of well typedness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 reviews the sour es of ineÆ ien y
in higher-order polymorphi languages and explains why both ow and type information are important for ompiling these languages. Se tion 3 presents an informal overview of CIL motivating the
properties of the al ulus with examples. Se tion 4, dis usses design trade-o s in the formulation of
the al ulus. Se tion 5 presents (three versions of) the al ulus and proves fundamental properties
in luding on uen e and subje t redu tion. Se tion 6 on ludes with a dis ussion of future work.
The appendix presents the details of ombinatory redu tion systems whi h are used in our proof
of on uen e.

2 Ba kground
Higher-order polymorphi programming languages o er abstra tion fa ilities that enhan e expressiveness but are hallenging to implement eÆ iently. The abstra tion me hanisms simplify the
onstru tion of reusable software by hiding details about how values are produ ed and onsumed
| the very sort of implementation-spe i information that ompilers need to determine eÆ ient
on rete data representations.
Most ompilers for this lass of languages a ount for this opa ity by adopting the URA. This
is a reasonably simple organizing prin iple for ompilers whi h provides a basis for orre t implementations and whi h naturally supports separate ompilation. Unfortunately, the URA has
serious performan e disadvantages: it leads to signi ant osts in time and spa e to build and
take apart abstra tions at run-time, it prevents the ompiler from performing optimizing program

3 This is parti ularly true in the ase of modular analyses su h as that of Banerjee [Ban97℄, where the rank
restri tion an for e ow information about the various inputs of a fun tion to be merged when the fun tion is
passed to another fun tion. For some ombinations of transformation and analysis, the reanalysis of the transformed
program an yield more pre ise information. Indeed, that is one of the goals of some transformations.
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transformations that depend on ontext-spe i information, and it hinders interoperability with
other languages.
Below is a summary of some of the sour es of ineÆ ien y for implementations of higher-order
polymorphi languages, followed by a dis ussion of how type and ow information an be used
to improve performan e. The key observation is that whereas traditional type information an
be e e tive for redu ing the ost of polymorphism, it is not parti ularly e e tive for redu ing the
osts of higher-order fun tions nor the one-representation-per-type osts implied by the URA. Flow
information appears to be more valuable for redu ing these other osts.



Fun tion-oriented languages (even monomorphi ones) naturally
en ourage a programming style hara terized by the use of many small fun tions. As is
well-known, fun tion alls ompli ate program analysis and their straightforward implementation an in ur a substantial run-time overhead. Sin e fun tion bodies are typi ally small,
intrapro edural optimizations usually have little bene t. And sin e ommon ontrol idioms like iteration are typi ally expressed via fun tion alls, loop optimizations that would be
intrapro edural in the presen e of a manifest loop syntax instead require interpro edural
analysis.
 Fun tion Values: Higher-order fun tions make it diÆ ult to ompute the ontrol and data
ow graphs required for standard Dragon book [ASU85℄ optimizations. Furthermore, whereas
losed fun tions an be represented by a ode pointer, open fun tions (i.e., those with free
variables) are typi ally represented as some sort of losure that ombines a ode pointer
and an environment of free variable values. Closures are espe ially ineÆ ient in ompilers
employing the URA, sin e all fun tions of a given type are assumed to have the same losure
representation, regardless of whether they are open. So not only are fun tions extremely
ommon, but the overhead for reating and alling them is parti ularly high.
 Type polymorphism: In System F [Gir72, Rey74℄, a fun tion f used at di erent types is
assigned a universal type 8 : . For the ompiler writer, this means that the ode generated
for f must work properly at the instantiated type  [ := ℄ for any type . Sin e di erent data
types have di erent representations on standard ar hite tures, it is natural to generate one
pie e of ode for f that manipulates values of uniform size (typi ally pointers). This approa h,
known as boxing, has been used for many years in ompilers for LISP [Gre77, BGS82℄ and
S heme [Ste78℄.
Sin e it is non-trivial to determine whi h values will be used in polymorphi ontexts, the
URA implies the stringent requirements that (1) all values be must boxed and (2) data
representations are determined by type onstru tor and not just by type. For instan e, lists
of integers and lists of reals (i.e., double-pre ision oating point numbers) will have exa tly
the same node stru ture. Similarly, a fun tion mapping integers to integers will have the
same alling onvention as a fun tion mapping reals to reals. Boxing in urs both time and
spa e osts relative to the more eÆ ient representations that would be used by ompilers for
monomorphi languages like C and Pas al. It also serves as a barrier to traditional ompiler
optimizations and hinders interoperability with languages using unboxed representations.
 Abstra t data types: Sin e the representation type of a value of an abstra t data type (ADT)
is hidden, the URA suggests that a ompiler treat it with a uniform interfa e. So ADTs
Heavy use of fun tions:
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imply boxing penalties similar to those for polymorphism. Indeed, ADTs an be viewed as
polymorphism for ontexts in whi h the ontexts that manipulate the ADT values are like
polymorphi fun tions.
Mu h re ent work on ompiling higher-order polymorphi languages has fo used on relaxing
the URA and supporting ustomized representations. The goal is to design ompilers that take
programs making heavy use of abstra tion and translate them into ode that uses eÆ ient data
and ontrol representations similar to those that might be employed if the programmer wrote the
program in a rst-order, monomorphi language like C or Pas al.4 A ommon te hnique in this
work is to use information gleaned from stati program analyses, parti ularly type and ow analysis,
to guide the sele tion of data representations.
Type information has been widely used to optimize the implementation of polymorphism. Modeling boxing via oer ions that mediate between unboxed and boxed types makes it possible to avoid
the boxing of values that are used only in monomorphi ontexts [PJL91, Ler92, HJ94, Sha94, SA95,
Ler97℄. While boxing oer ions an improve the ompilation of monomorphi fun tions and data
stru tures, their polymorphi ounterparts remain ineÆ ient. The most ommon te hnique for improving polymorphi ode is spe ialization, whi h makes monomorphi opies of the polymorphi
ode for ea h type at whi h it the polymorphi ode is (or might be) used. Su h opying introdu es
a threat of ode blowup, but su h a blowup may not be observed in pra ti e [Jon94℄. The spe ialization approa h has been onsidered in the ontext of ompiling NESL in [Ble93℄, in the ontext
of resolving overloading in Haskell [Jon94℄ and parti ularly in optimizing method invo ation in
obje t-oriented languages [CU89a, CU89b, Age95, DCG95, PC95, Ple96℄.
Spe ialization te hniques di er mainly in terms of how the instan es of the polymorphi types
are determined. If the range of instan es an be enumerated independently from information about
the instantiation sites, then a simple approa h is to spe ialize to all of the types in the enumeration.
For example, implementations of some obje t-oriented languages spe ialize ea h method for all
sub lasses of the type of the method re eiver [CU89a, CU89b℄. In dynami type dispat h [HM95,
Mor95℄ polymorphi fun tions dispat h to monomorphi ode based on all possible representation
types at whi h the fun tion an be used; although the type dispat h in general may take pla e at
run-time, it usually an be performed at ompile-time, yielding ode without a run-time overhead
for polymorphism.
An alternative to spe ializing a polymorphi fun tion for all possible instan es of its polymorphi
type is to use ow analysis to better approximate the set of types at whi h polymorphi ode is
a tually used.5 For example, in the let-style polymorphism of ML, type instan es determined by a
trivial ow analysis have been used to spe ialize polymorphi fun tions [SA95℄. More omplex ow
analyses have been used in obje t-oriented languages to redu e the number of spe ialized opies
[Age95, DCG95, PC95, Ple96℄.
Flow analysis has also been used to redu e the implementation osts of higher-order fun tions.
When it an be shown that only one fun tion ows to a given all site (a so- alled known fun tion),
the invo ation proto ol an be streamlined or the all site an be repla ed by inlining the fun tion
body [App92, Ash96℄. Sophisti ated ow analysis an enable inlining that is not lo ally apparent
or that involves the inlining of open fun tions [JW96, DMTW97℄. Even when multiple fun tions
4 Though both C and Pas al do support some aspe ts of higher-order fun tions, these are so limited that we will
lassify the languages as rst-order.
5 This approa h generally assumes that the whole program is available for ow analysis.
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ow to a all site, it is possible to repla e the all site by ode that dispat hes to inlined versions of
the fun tions based on a tag asso iated with the fun tion being alled [DMTW97℄; this te hnique
has been used to ompile method invo ation in obje t-oriented languages. Inlining is an espe ially
important transformation be ause it exposes many opportunities for traditional lo al optimizations
[App92, SA95, Tar96℄. Flow analysis an also be used to dete t andidates for optimization that are
non-lo al, as in the ase of loop dete tion a ross pro edure boundaries [Ash96℄ and type re overy
for the elimination of run-time type he ks [Shi91, JW95℄.

3 Informal Overview of CIL
In this se tion, we give an informal overview of CIL by dis ussing its syntax and semanti s in the
ontext of some simple examples. We present three distin t versions of the al ulus, whi h di er
in terms of whether they in lude types and/or ow label annotations.6
1. The untyped language CIL
ut has neither types nor ow labels.
2. The unlabelled language CIL
ul has types but no ow labels.
3. The fully typed language CIL has both types and ow labels.
We onsider these three languages in turn.
3.1

The Untyped Language

CIL
ut

The untyped language CIL
ut is a all-by-value lambda al ulus extended with onstants, re ursion,
tuples, and variants. For presentational purpose, we use standard in x primitives in our examples
even though they do not appear in the formal al ulus. As a rst example, onsider the following
CIL
ut term:
M^ a  let f = x:x in (f  17; f  23; f  true)
In the untyped language, let is the familiar synta ti sugar for an appli ation of an abstra tion
to a term. The body of the let expression is a tuple ontaining three appli ations of the identity
fun tion. Tuples are written as (: : :), where the symbol  serves to distinguish the subterm from
a virtual tuple, whi h will be introdu ed later. Fun tion appli ation is indi ated by an expli it 
symbol, whi h serves as a pla eholder for ow labels in the typed versions of the language. The
all-by-value redu tion rules for CIL (see se tion 5.2.1) are straightforward. Under these rules, M^ a
redu es to the normal form (17; 23; true).

6 Se tion 5 presents yet another language, the impli itly typed language CIL
i , whi h is di erent from ea h of the
three languages listed here. Be ause CIL
i is not riti al to the informal exposition, we omit it from the urrent
se tion.
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Our se ond example illustrates variants:
M^ b  let g = s: ase+ s bind w in
(x:x + 1; w);
(y:y  2; w + 1);
(z:if z then 1 else 0; w)
in let h = a: let p = g  a
in(1 p)  (2 p)

in  h  in+1 3 ; h  in+2 5 ; h  in+3 true
In this example, g and h are let-bound to fun tions that take variants as arguments. The term
i M extra ts the ith omponent of the tuple to whi h M evaluates. Variant values are onstru ted via in+i M , whi h inje ts the value of M into a variant with positional tag i. The symbol +
serves to distinguish these from virtual variants, whi h will be introdu ed later. Variants are de onstru ted via ase+ expressions. In parti ular, a term of the form ase+ M0 bind x in M1 ; : : : ; Mn
dis riminates
on the variant value denoted by M0 , whi h should redu e to a subterm of the form

in+i V , where 1  i  n, and V is a value (i.e., onstant, abstra tion, tuple of values, or variant
of a value). The value of the ase+ expression is the value of the lause Mi in a ontext where x
is bound to V (the same bound variable is used in all lauses for onvenien e). The ase+ term
within g evaluates one of three tuple terms depending on the tag of s. Ea h of these terms pairs
an abstra tion with an argument value to whi h it will be applied (in h). Thus, the tuples have
the form of thunks (nullary fun tions) that have been losure- onverted [DMTW97℄. The term M^ b
redu es to the normal form (4; 12; 1).
3.2

The Unlabelled Language

CIL
ul

CIL
The typed but unlabelled language CIL
ul is an extension of ut in whi h all o urren es of variables
(ex ept the binding o urren es of ase-bound variables) and variants are annotated with a type.
In addition to the more familiar types | base types, fun tion types, tuple types, variant types,
and re ursive types | CIL
ul provides interse tion and union types.
In interse tion type systems, the types of polymorphi fun tions are generally represented as
olle tions (interse tions) of the types at whi h the fun tions are used. For
example, the identity
V
fun tion x:x appearing in untyped term M^ a an be assigned the type [int ! int; bool ! bool℄
be ause it is applied only to integers and booleans. In type systems based on System F [Gir72,
Rey74℄, the identity fun tion is normally assigned the universal type 8 :( ! ). Universal types
do not provide any information about the a tual types at whi h polymorphi fun tions are used.
Universal types are suggestive of a uniform representation, whi h entail implementation overheads
su h as boxing. In ontrast, interse tion types expose the types at whi h polymorphi fun tions
are used. This information an be used to guide representation de isions in a ompiler (e.g., typedire ted spe ialization for uses of a polymorphi fun tion at di erent types).
In a type system with union types, abstra t data types are generally represented as olle tions
(unions) of the possible implementation types. Union types allow values of otherwise in ompatible
types to be used in the same ontext as long as they are only manipulated in a way that does not
expose their in ompatibilities. This is the essen e of data abstra tion, in whi h lients of an abstra t
data type use a single proto ol that is ompatible with all implementations of the abstra tion.
For example, in the untyped term M^ b , the thunks (x:x + 1; w) and (y:y  2; w + 1) an be
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assigned the type [int ! int; int℄, while the thunk (z:if z then 1 else 0; w) an be assigned
the type [bool ! int; bool℄. Even though these types are di erent, the values with these types are
used only in a way that does not expose the di eren es (i.e., applying the fun tion in the rst tuple
omponent to the se ond omponent to yield an integer). Traditionally, this situation is modeled
with existential types [MP88, MMH96℄, whi h hide the unobservable types. For example, both
of the above types are instan es of the existential type 9:[ ! int;  ℄. As with universal types,
existential types hide usage information and imply unne essary implementation overheads. Union
types expose the W
implementation types of a data abstra tion. For example, the union type for the
thunks would be [[int ! int; int℄; [bool ! int; bool℄℄.
^ a :7
Here is a CIL
ul term orresponding to the untyped term M

V
M~ a  let f ^[int!int;bool!bool℄ = xint :x; xbool :x
in ((1^ f )  17; (1^ f )  23; (2^ f )  true)


V

The notation xint :x; xbool :x designates a term of interse tion type, whi h is known as a
a virtual tuple. Intuitively, a virtual tuple is an entity that represents a polymorphi value as
multiple opies of a term that di er only in their type annotations. The virtual proje tion i^ M
sele ts one of the type-annotated opies from the virtual tuple. Virtual tuples and proje tions are
entirely ompile-time onstru tions whose purpose is to fa ilitate type- he king by tra king the
di erent types at whi h a polymorphi value is used. All omponents of a virtual tuple denote the
same run-time value; no ode will be generated to onstru t or a ess the slots of a virtual tuple
at run-time. Be ause CIL
ul uses virtual opies of terms as a kind of type annotation, we refer to
it as a dupli ating al ulus. An implementation using CIL has the responsibility of performing as
mu h sharing as it an between the virtual opies.
The notation for virtual tuples and virtual proje tions has two key bene ts:

 It solves an important te hni al problem: how to annotate the bound variables of terms

of interse tion type in an expli itly typed language. Previous approa hes that allow bound
variables to range over instantiation types [Rey96a, Pie91℄ annot express some of the typings
expressible in our system. In essen e, our term syntax is isomorphi to typing derivations,
so every typing derivation an be expressed as a term. This is dis ussed in greater detail in
se tion 4.3.
 The notational similarity between produ ts and virtual produ ts is spe i ally designed to
suggest splitting transformations. In CIL , a sour e term an be split by onverting the virtual
tuple and its orresponding proje tions are transformed into real tuples and proje tions. This
is the formalization of type-based spe ialization in our system. For example, suppose that a
fun tion that swaps the omponents of a 2-tuple has the type
V

[[int; bool℄ ! [bool; int℄; [real; real℄ ! [real; real℄℄

Although it mentions two usage types, this interse tion type spe i es a single polymorphi
fun tion. But if unboxed tuple omponent representations are desired, there must be two
distin t fun tions, sin e di erent ode will need to be exe uted for swapping integers and

7 To aid readability, the types of most variable o urren es have been elided; they an be determined from the
type annotation on the orresponding binding o urren es.
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booleans than for swapping reals (assuming that reals have a di erent size from integers
and booleans). This spe ialization is expressed by onverting the ^ to  in the type and
orresponding term and by onverting the asso iated o urren es of i^ to i . (Finding the
orresponding o urren es is fa ilitated by the ow labels in the typed and labelled language.)
Splitting is an important te hnique in the representation transformation framework based on
CIL [DMTW97℄.
An interse tion type en odes ow information in the sense that it approximates how a value
at one point of a program (the interse tion term) fans out to other parts of the program (the
proje tion terms). In CIL
ul , there must be at least one omponent of an interse tion type for ea h
usage type of a polymorphi value, but the analysis may be even more ne-grained. For example,
this is an alternative typing of the untyped term M^ a :

V
M~ a0  let f ^[int!int;int!int;bool!bool℄ = xint :x; xint :x; xbool :x
in ((1^ f )  17; (2^ f )  23; (3^ f )  true)
Here there are two virtual opies of the (int ! int) identity: one destined to be applied at 17, the
other destined to be applied at 23. Interse tion types an be used in this way to tra k di erent
ows of any value, even a value whi h would be given a monomorphi type by a traditional type
system. The ability to distinguish the ows of di erent values generated by a single sour e term
is a hallmark of polyvariant ow analysis [Ban97, JWW97, PP98℄. The above example illustrates
how interse tion types an en ode polyvarian e in CIL
ul .
Although the above examples happen to require only polymorphism whi h an be en oded in
the Hindley-Milner (\let-style") system, we stress that interse tion types an handle omplex
ows not expressible in let-style polymorphism. For instan e, here is a term illustrating how a
polymorphi fun tion an be returned as a result and passed as an argument | rst- lass features
not supported by let-style polymorphism:
M~  (f ^[int!int;bool!bool℄ :((1^ fV)  17; (1^ f )  23; (2^ f )  true))
 ((z int!^[int!int;bool!bool℄ : xint :x; xbool :x )  42)
Here is an example that illustrates a more omplex use of polymorphi fun tions as arguments:
M~ d  letVp^[^[int!int;bool!bool℄![int;int;bool℄;^[int!real;bool!real℄![real;real;real℄℄ =
( f ^[int!int;bool!bool℄ :((1^ f )  17; (1^ f )  23; (2^ f )  true);
f ^[int!real;bool!real℄ :((1^ f )  17; (1^ f )  23; (2^ f )  true))
in



xint :x; xbool :x ;
( (1^ p)  V
V



(2^ p)  yint :3:141; ybool :3:141 )
There are two levels of polymorphism here: one for the identity and onstant fun tions, and one
for the fun tion p that is applied to these fun tions.
Whereas interse tion types represent fan-out in ow paths (i.e., a value that ows to multiple
destinations), union types represent fan-in of ow paths (i.e., multiple values owing to a single
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8
destination). Union types are ne essary for expressing the untyped sample term M^ b in CIL
ul :

1
2
M~ b

 [int ! int; int℄
 [bool ! int; bool℄
 let g+[int;int;bool℄!_[1 ;2℄ = s+[int;int;bool℄:

ase+ s bind w in
 [1 ;2 ℄
;
int ) in_1  xint :x + 1; wint _
[1 ;2 ℄
_
_
int
int
;
int ) in1  y :y  2; w + 1

_
bool
bool ) in2  z :if z then 1 else 0; wbool _[1 ;2 ℄
in let h+[int;int;bool℄!int = a+[int;int;bool℄: let p_[1 ;2 ℄ = g  a
in ase_ p bind r in
1 ) (1 r1 )  (2 r1 )
2 )(1 r2 )  (2 r2 )


in  h  in+1 3 ; h  in+2 5 ; h  in+3 true
W

The two in ompatible types returned by the body of g are merged into the union type [1 ; 2 ℄.
Terms of union type are onstru ted by inje ting a term into a virtual variant. Virtual variants are
analyzed by virtual ases (i.e., ase_ terms), whi h are the duals of virtual tuples.9 A virtual ase
ontains multiple opies of lauses that di er only in their type annotations. As with interse tion
omponents, the ase analysis of a ase_ is a ompile-time operation that implies no run-time
omputation. All the lauses of a ase_ represent the same omputation.
Sometimes it is desirable to ustomize the lauses of a ase_ to take advantage of type or ow
di eren es between virtual variants that an rea h the ase_ . This type-based ustomization an be
arried out by a splitting transformation that hanges the ase_ to a ase+ and the orresponding
o urren es of in_i to in+i . The real variants resulting from this transformations arry run-time
tags that are used to hoose the appropriate lause ode to exe ute.
Our framework requires that di erently typed values owing to a polymorphi ontext must
be inje ted into virtual variants of the same union type with di erent virtual tags. However,
ner grained ow an be en oded by inje ting values of the same type into values of the same
int
int and
union type with di erent
 virtual tags. For instan e, in the above example,  x :x + 1; w
int
int
 y :y  2; w + 1 ould be inje ted with di erent virtual tags, whi h would allow ustomization of the orresponding ase_ lauses to be made based on ow information ner-grained than
the type information.
By ombining the fan-out ow of interse tion types with the fan-in ow of union types, it is
possible to onstru t networks of ow paths onne ting the sour es and sinks of values. These ow
path networks an guide ow-based ustomization [DMTW97℄.
CIL
The ow typed language CIL extends CIL
ul with ow label annotations on terms and types. Pro3.3

The Flow Typed Language

gram ow information is en oded in two ways: (1) via ow label annotations that approximate
8 In CIL and CIL , ea h lause a of ase+ term and a ase_ term is introdu ed with the notation  ). This
ul
notation indi ates that the bound variable de lared by the ase term has type  within the lause.
9
One way to phrase the duality between interse tions and unions is to note that virtual tuples are polymorphi
values while virtual ases are polymorphi ontinuations.
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the ow of values from sour e expressions to sink expressions; and (2) via terms of interse tion
and union type. Ea h sour e term is annotated with a single sour e label and a set of sink labels
that approximates the sink terms to whi h values produ ed at the sour e may ow. Ea h sink
term is annotated with a single sink label and a set of sour e labels that approximates the sour e
terms from whi h the values onsumed by the sink may ow. Types are annotated with a set of
sour e labels and a set of sink labels that approximate the sour es and sinks of the values that they
spe ify.10
Here is a sample ow-annotated term:
int
g int = 1
Me  let f int f3;4!
f3;4g x :x  2
f1g

g int = 2 y int :y + aint
in let gintf4!
 f4g
f1!
g int f f1g 5;
in  oer e int ff31;4g!
int
;
int
3
g
f3g

bool
if b

f1;2!
g int f
then oer e int ff31;4g!
int
;
int
g
f4g  


f
2
g
f
1
;2g
f
1
;2g
else oer e int f4!
g int; int f4g! int g 4 7
f2g

For readability, only abstra tions, appli ations, and arrow types have been annotated with
expli it labels; other terms and types an be onsidered to be trivially labelled with a \don't are"
label. The oer e terms are expli it subtyping oer ions that are onsistent with our strategy of
en oding all aspe ts of a type derivation within the term stru ture. Coer ions add sour e labels to
and/or remove sink labels from a type.
Flow annotations summarize the results of a ow analysis on a term. The ow labels are sound
with respe t to the redu tion rules of the al ulus in the sense that in redu tions that annihilate a
sour e/sink pair, the sour e and sink labels on these terms must mat h exa tly. Soundness follows
from a subje t redu tion property on the al ulus. See se tion 5.3.3 for details.
Of ourse, ow annotations are ne essarily only onservative ompile-time approximations of
a tual run-time ow. For example, it may be the ase that no value produ ed by a parti ular sour e
term an ow to a parti ular sink term whose label is in the sink set of the sour e. The trivial ow
annotation, in whi h every term and type is labelled with the same \don't are" label is isomorphi
to the unlabelled al ulus. Often it is helpful to assume a type/label onsisten y (TLC) property
in whi h the ow annotations are at least as re ned as the types [DMTW97℄; this orresponds to
the notion of type respe ting ow analysis in [JWW97℄.
We have used ow information in onjun tion with the splitting transformations dis ussed
above to manage the plumbing details asso iated with transformations that introdu e multiple
representations for a type [DMTW97℄. An important stage of this framework is ow separation,
whi h introdu es interse tion and union types and virtual tuples and variants to re ne ow types
and express ner-grained ow distin tions. Flow separation highlights the orresponden e between
ows and interse tion and union types. We have also used ow types to onstru t DJ graphs [SGL96℄
for dete ting loops in higher-order programs.

10 In the al ulus of this paper, the only labelled sour es are abstra tions, the only labelled sinks are appli ations,
and the only labelled types are arrow types. The al ulus ould be extended to support other labelled values.
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4 Design Issues
Below, we dis uss the rationale behind various de isions made in the design of CIL .
4.1

Expli it Types

In ea h stage of type-dire ted ompilation, it is important to be able to verify that terms are well
typed and to use these types to guide translations. In order to fa ilitate the determination of
the typing (i.e., type derivation) for a term, CIL annotates variables and variants with expli it
types. Su h type annotations an impair readability, but this is not a major drawba k sin e CIL
is intended to be an intermediate language, not a sour e language. Sin e ompiler transformations
may produ e typings beyond the range of omputable automati type inferen e, automati type
inferen e is also not a goal of our design. We assume that any type inferen e is performed before
or as part of the translation from the sour e language into the intermediate language.
4.2

Finitary Polymorphi

Types

A entral goal of our work is to en ode pre ise information obtained from program analysis into
the type systems of typed intermediate languages. In the ase of CIL , types are annotated with
information that tra ks the ow of fun tions between abstra tions and appli ations in order to
support ustomization at these sites.
Some type system designs on i t with the goal of en oding pre ise program analysis information
within the type system. For example, type polymorphism for fun tions is usually en oded using
universal types, whi h provide no information about the types of arguments at whi h su h fun tions
may be alled. Dually, abstra t data types are typi ally en oded by existential types, whi h provide
no representation information to the lients of su h abstra tions. In e e t, universal and existential
types are a promise of a very general implementation | a promise kept by boxing. The dynami dispat h problem of obje t-oriented languages is similar to boxing; in both ases, a wrapper is used
to a ess potentially in ompatible representations via a single proto ol.
In order to expose usage information hidden by universal and existential types, CIL supports type-polymorphi fun tions with interse tion types and abstra t data types with union types.
An interse tion type lists the on rete types at whi h a polymorphi fun tion may be used in a
parti ular program. It is the nitary version of the in nitary universal type, whi h orresponds
to an in nite interse tion of types. Dually, the nitary versions of in nitary existential types are
union types, whi h list the on rete types of the implementations of an abstra t data type. A key
feature of these types is that they an en ode data ow: interse tion types represent the possible
destinations of a value while union types represent its possible sour es.
4.3

Interse tion and Union Type Notation

Systems with interse tion types are ordinarily impli itly typed using the following typing rule for
introdu ing interse tion types:
A ` M : ; A ` M : 
(^ intro)
A ` M : ^
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This typing rule is in ompatible with the de ision to annotate variables with expli it types. For
instan e, how an we show that an identity fun tion has the type (int ! int) ^ (bool ! bool)? The
derivation might look something like:
A ` xint :x : (int ! int); A ` xbool :x : (bool ! bool)
A ` x??? :x : (int ! int) ^ (bool ! bool)

There are two problems with this approa h:
1. The derivation does not mat h the (^ intro) rule above be ause there is not a single M , but
three di erent versions of M that di er only in type annotations.
2. It is not lear how to annotate the bound variable(s) in a term of interse tion type (as re e ted
by the ??? in the example).
The rst problem an be solved by a rule that uses three terms that are not the same but the
same modulo type annotations:
A ` M1 :  ; A ` M 2 :  ;
M3 is the \ ombination" of M1 and M2 ;
M1 , M2 , and M3 are \the same modulo type annotations"
A ` M3 :  ^ 

In se tion 5.3, we introdu e a notion of type erasure that formalizes the notion of \the same modulo
type annotations".
With regard to the se ond problem, there are several approa hes to dealing with the problem
of annotating bound variables for terms of interse tion type. The approa h used by Reynolds
in the language Forsythe [Rey96b℄ annotates the binding of an abstra tion (x:M ) with a list of
possible types, as in (x: 1 j    jn :M ). If the body M of the abstra tion is typable with the same
type  for ea h possible type i of the bound variable x, then the abstra tion is assigned the type
(1 !  ) ^    ^ (n !  ). Unfortunately, this method is not suÆ ient to represent dependen ies
between the types of nested variable bindings. For instan e, (x:y:x) annot be given the type
( ! ( ! )) ^ ( ! ( !  )).
Pier e gives a more general approa h that uses a spe ial term-level onstru t to bind a type
variable to some set of types [Pie91℄. For example, using this method the term (x:y:x) an be
annotated as (for 2 f;  g:x: :y: :x), whi h has the type ( ! ( ! )) ^ ( ! ( !  )). However, this method is insuÆ ient to represent some typings, e.g., giving the term (x:y:z:(xy; xz ))
the type ((( ! ) ^ ( ! )) ! ! ! (  )) ^ (( ! ) ! ! ! (  )). Another problem
with Pier e's method is that subterms of a well typed term are not ne essarily well typed out of
their ontext. For instan e, in (for 2 fint ! intg:f : :f 5), the term f : :f 5 is not well typed
sin e it is not known whether is int ! int.
In CIL , we solve the two problems with a new approa h for giving expli it type annotations to
terms of interse tion type. Sin e every impli itly typed term of interse tion type must have a type
derivation tree, we an en ode the stru ture of the type derivation tree in the term itself. That is,
14

we treat ea h term of interse tion type as a ombination of omponent terms (whi h must be the
same modulo type annotations) whose types are ombined to form the interse tion type.
A ` M1 :  ; A ` M 2 :  ;
M1 and M2 are \the same modulo type annotations"
A ` ^(M1 ; M2 ) :  ^ 

We all the term ^(M1 ; M2 ) a virtual tuple and pre x it with the \^" symbol to distinguish it
from an ordinary tuple, whi h we now pre x with \". The intended meaning is that M1 , M2 ,
and ^(M1 ; M2 ) are merely di erent type-annotated versions of the same untyped term. We also
introdu e an an expli it proje tion i^ to extra t a omponent out of a value of interse tion type:
V

A ` M : (1 ; : : : ; n ); 1  i  n
(^ elim)
A ` i^ M : i

An impli ation of this approa h is that onstru tors for interse tion types and virtual tuples are
neither asso iative nor ommutative.
Re ording all type derivation hoi es in the syntax of CIL makes it possible to use ordinary type
annotations on variable bindings within ea h omponent of a virtual tuple. For example, below are
the CIL
ul type-annotated terms (without ow labels) for several examples onsidered above:
Untyped Term
x:x
x:y:x
x:
y:
z:(x  y; x  z)

CIL
ul Type
^[int ! int; bool ! bool℄
^[ ! ( ! );
 ! ( !  )℄
V

^[ ! ; ! ℄
! ! ! [ ; ℄;
( ! )

! ! [ ; ℄

V

CIL
ul Term 
int
int
x :x ; xbool :xbool

^(x :y :x ; x :y :x )
V

x^[ ! ; ! ℄ :y :z :
((1^ x^[ ! ; ! ℄ )  y ;
(2^ x^[ ! ; ! ℄ )  z );
x ! :y :z :

(x !  y ; x !  z )

We emphasize that virtual tuple onstru tors and proje tions are purely ompile-time notions
introdu ed for typing purposes. At run-time, omputation is essentially performed on the single
untyped term that is the type erasure of all the type-annotated omponents of a virtual tuple.
In CIL , terms of union type are handled in a manner dual to terms of interse tion type. An
expli it inje tion in_i is used to reate a virtual variant. If M0 denotes a virtual variant (i.e., is a
term of union type) then it is dis riminated via the onstru t
ase_ M0 bind x in 1 ) M1 ; : : : ; n ) Mn

where x is bound to the \untagged" portion of the variant at type i within term Mi . The purpose
of ase_ is to en ode the type derivation tree for unions within the term stru ture of CIL . Sin e
the terms M1 ; : : : ; Mn represent the same run-time term, they must be be the same modulo type
annotations.
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An advantage of re ording type derivation hoi es in the syntax of CIL is that it simpli es the
expression of representation transformations that use ow information to transform the sour es
and sinks of values to be onsistent with a hanges in the representations of those values. For
example, even though a polymorphi fun tion used at two di erent types is a single value, it is
possible that a type-dire ted transformation will transform the fun tion in in ompatible ways for
ea h type, in whi h ase it must be represented as a pair of fun tion values. With CIL , this sort
of transformation an easily be expressed by transforming a virtual tuple to a real tuple { i.e.,
hanging the appropriate o urren es of ^ and i^ to  and i , respe tively. Similarly, CIL
fa iliates transforming virtual variants to real variants.
One drawba k of our approa h to handling terms of interse tion and union type is that redu tion
of typed terms must essentially work on typing derivations, a notion that is non-trivial to formulate.
Sin e all the omponents of a virtual tuple stand for the same run-time term, any omputation
step in one omponent of a virtual tuple must be taken in parallel by all omponents of the virtual
tuple. A similar onstraint holds for the lauses of a ase_ . Se tion 5.3 introdu es parallel ontexts
to formalize this notion of parallel omputation step.
4.4

Expli it Coer ions

Expli it subtyping oer ions are another example of how aspe ts of type derivations are re orded
in the term syntax of CIL . The usual rule for subtyping is
A ` M : ;   
(subsumption)
A`M :

In CIL , all uses of subtyping are indi ated by an expli it oer e:
A ` M : ;   
( oer e)
A ` oer e (;  ) M : 

Expli it oer ions an fa ilitate the expression of representation transformations. Given a sour e
term in whi h    , a type-dire ted transformation T may produ e a target term in whi h
T [℄ 6 T [ ℄. In su h a target term, the subtyping oer ion of the sour e term may be represented
by manipulations of run-time data stru tures. Even though it implies no run-time overhead, an
expli it subtyping oer ion in the sour e term re ords the position at whi h a transformation may
insert ode that performs oer ions between di erent data representations. This position would
not be apparent if subtyping were impli it.
4.5

Shallow Subtyping

The only subtyping rule in CIL is on arrow types:
(arrow-)

  0 ; 0 


0

!
   !0 
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Be ause this rule is invariant in the argument and result types, it is said to be a shallow subtyping
rule. In ontrast, a deep subtyping rule would be ontravariant in the argument type and ovariant
in the result type.
We avoid deep subtyping in CIL be ause we do not know how to formulate it in su h a way
that it is ompatible with our goal of using ow types to guide representation transformations in a
strongly typed framework. For example, onsider the following types:
g int
0  int ff13!
g



 bool

f1;2!
g
f3g int  
f4g bool  bool f4!
g
0
f5;6!
g
f5g bool  

 int

In a language with deep subtyping, the following term would be well typed:


oer e 


 0  !
!
; 0 !
 g





It would be natural to make the required argument and result oer ions expli it as follows:



0
g   ( oer e  0 ;  f  0 ))
7 f  : oer e ;  0 (g f8!
8

However, this transformation introdu es a new abstra tion, labelled 7, and a new appli ation site,
labelled 8. The new appli ation site onsumes all sour es in  but does not pass them on to the
sinks in . Instead, the set f7g takes the pla e of . This is problemati be ause representation

0 f7g 0
de isions made for  !
 in the untransformed term may not be valid for either  f8!
g  or  ! 
in the transformed term. For example, if all the abstra tions in  were losed (i.e., had no free
variables), and these were the only values owing to the appli ation sites in , it might be assumed
that those sites ould use a ustomized alling onvention more eÆ ient than the standard losure
invo ation [WS94, DMTW97℄. But in the above translation, abstra tion 7 is open (it ontains the
free variable g); this thwarts the attempted ustomization.
4.6

Subje t Redu tion for Union Types and Call-by-Value Redu tion

It is diÆ ult to formulate an impli itly typed al ulus with union types that has the subje t
redu tion property. For an expli itly typed al ulus, this problem manifests itself as a diÆ ulty in
guaranteeing the property that any omputation that an be performed on an untyped program
an be dupli ated on a typed version of the same program. For a language with union types, this
property does not hold in the presen e of general redu tion, but an hold for a all-by-value
version of the rule, where variables are not onsidered values.
Here we motivate the all-by-value restri tion of CIL in the ontext of an example. Consider
the following CIL
ut term:
M^ 1  (f:(1 f )  (2 f ))  (if b then ((e:e + 1); 5) else ((e:2); ()))
^ 1 ould redu e to
If CIL
ut did not have the value restri tion on the rule, then M
M^ 2  (1 (if b then ((e:e + 1); 5) else ((e:2); ())))
 (2 (if b then ((e:e + 1); 5) else ((e:2); ())))
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and, assuming b is true, this in turn ould redu e to
M^ 3  (1 ((e:e + 1); 5))  (2 (if b then ((e:e + 1); 5) else ((e:2); (()))))
We now onsider two formulations of a _-elimination typing rule that we shall ompare in the
ontext of the above example. In an impli itly typed al ulus, the _-elimination rule is usually
formulated as:
A; x:  ` M^ : ; A; x:  ` M^ : ; A ` N^ :  _ 
(_ elim a)
A ` M^ [x:=N^ ℄ : 
This rule is unlike typi al typing rules in that the M^ and N^ mentioned in the premises are not
immediate subterms of the term mentioned in the on lusion. This implies the need to sear h for a
way to de ompose the on lusion term into an appropriate M^ and N^ . The term M^ 1 an be typed
by instantiating (_ elim a) with
M^  (1 x)  (2 x)
N^  f
  [int ! int; int℄
  [[ ℄ ! int; [ ℄℄
  int
and M^ 2 an be typed using the same ex ept
N^

 (if b then ((e:e + 1); 5) else ((e:2); ())):

However, it is impossible to onstru t a type derivation for M^ 3 that uses (_ elim a). The union
type introdu ed by the if subterm annot be eliminated no matter how the term is de omposed.
This type an be eliminated in M^ 2 be ause both opies of the if subterm are e e tively shared via
the substitition for x. But the redu tion step from M^ 2 to M^ 3 redu es only one of these opies,
thereby destroying the sharing.
An alternative formulation of the _-elimination rule is:
A; x:  ` M^ : ; A; x:  ` M^ : ; A ` N^ :  _ 
(_ elim b)
A ` (x:M^ )N^ : 
This formulation has the advantage that the M^ and N^ appearing in the premises are immediate
subterms of the on lusion term. M^ 1 an be typed via (_ elim b), but this rule annot be used
to type either M^ 2 or M^ 3 be ause neither ontains the beta redex required by the on lusion.
Essentially, (_ elim b) requires the sharing of a term of union type to be expli it in the syntax of
the language, and is not appli able to terms like M^ 2 where su h sharing is impli it.
In CIL , we avoid the de omposition problem asso iated with the (_ elim a) rule by adopting
the (_ elim b) rule11 and address the sharing problem by stipulating all-by-value redu tion. At the
untyped level, the base values are onstants and abstra tions and the set of values is losed under

_

_

_

11 The rule ( elim b) is the -elimination rule for the impli itly typed language CIL
i . The orresponding elimination rule for the expli itly typed language CIL involves the ase_ onstru t. See se tions 5.3 and 5.5 for
details.
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tuple and variant formation. Values at the typed level are similar, but also in lude virtual tuples
and variants.12 Requiring the operand of a redex to be a value guarantees that in the expli itly
typed language CIL a term ofunion type annot be opied via substitution unless it is a union
introdu tion form (i.e., in_i V _[1 ;:::;n ℄ ). In the impli itly typed language CIL
i (see se tion 5.5)
this implies that when (_ elim b) is used to type a -value redex, it o urs in the following pattern:
A ` N^ : 
(_ intro)
A; x:  ` M^ : ; A; x:  ` M^ : ; A ` N^ :  _ 
(_ elim)
A ` (x:M^ )  N^ : 
But any typing derivation pattern of this form an be repla ed by the following pattern, for whi h
subje t redu tion is straightforward to prove:
A; x:  ` M^ : 
(! intro)
A ` (x:M^ ) :  ! 
; A ` N^ : 
(! elim)
A ` (x:M^ )  N^ : 
^ 1 to M^ 2 is illegal. Instead, again assuming b is true, the only
So in CIL
i , the redu tion from M
^
legal redu tion from M1 is to
M^ 20  (f:(1 f )  (2 f ))  ((e:e + 1); 5)
and then e to
M^ 30  (1 ((e:e + 1); 5))  (2 ((e:e + 1); 5))

Note that in the expli itly typed language CIL , the assumption that values of union type must
be union introdu tion forms is only true if variables are not onsidered to be values. While variables
are typi ally onsidered values in other all-by-value al uli (e.g., [Plo75℄), they ause trouble in
CIL be ause they an invalidate the equivalen e between the two typing derivation patterns shown
above. As a on rete example of this trouble, onsider the following terms:
M^  (if b then ((e:e + 1); 5) else ((e:2); ()))
M^ 4  (z:z  M^ )  (y:(f:(1 f )  (2 f ))  y)
M^ 5  (z:z  M^ )  (y:(1 y)  (2 y))
If variables were onsidered values, then M^ 4 ould redu e to M^ 5 . But whereas M^ 4 an be typed
using (_ elim b), M^ 5 annot.
Thus, subje t redu tion is a hieved in both the expli itly and impli itly typed versions of CIL
by requiring all-by-value redu tion and not treating variables as values. This ensures that every
redu tion at the untyped level will have a orresponding redu tion at the typed level. In this way,
the impli itly typed language CIL
i inherits subje t redu tion from the expli itly typed language
CIL .
if

if

if

12 Values in the typed language are more pre isely de ned as terms that type erase to values in the untyped language.
See se tion 5.3 for details.
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CIL
i appears to be the rst impli itly typed al ulus with union types that has the subje t

redu tion property. The loss of subje t redu tion in the presen e of union types and unrestri ted
redu tion has been noted before. Barbanera, Dezani-Cian aglini, and de'Liguoro [BDCd95℄ report
the following example (due to Pier e): the term (x:y:z:x((t:t)yz )((t:t)yz )) an be given the
type (( !  !  ) ^ ( !  !  )) ! ( ! ( _ )) !  !  , but the term (x:y:z:x(yz )((t:t)yz )) to
whi h it redu es annot. Inspired in part by an earlier version of the work reported here, Palsberg
and Pavlopoulou [PP98℄ developed a language with union and interse tion types that uses the
all-by-value restri tion to a hieve a property that is similar to subje t redu tion, but weaker. In
parti ular, they show the preservation of types a ross an evaluation relation rather than the more
general redu tion relation onsidered here.

5 Formal Language De nition
The formal de nition of the language CIL pro eeds in several steps. Se tion 5.2 de nes the untyped
language CIL
ut by adding tuples, variants, and re ursion to the pure - al ulus and providing allby-value redu tion rules. Se tion 5.3 de nes the expli itly typed language CIL using produ t,
interse tion, sum, and union types and ow-annotated fun tion types. First, type-annotated and
ow-annotated ontexts and terms of CIL are de ned along with a notion of type erasure mapping
the annotated terms ba k into CIL
ut . Then, redu tion rules are de ned that provide the expe ted
CIL
orresponden e between CIL and CIL
ut . Se tion 5.4 de nes the unlabelled language ul as a subset
CIL
CIL
of  that is losed under redu tion and shares all the properties of  . Se tion 5.5 observes
that an impli itly typed language CIL
i is automati ally obtained by taking typing derivations of
and
erasing
types
from
the
terms
in these derivations. CIL
CIL
i is the rst impli itly typed al ulus
ul
with interse tion and union types that has the subje t redu tion property.
5.1

General Notation and Terminology

A ontext is a term ontaining holes, where ea h hole is denoted by 2. However, in this paper, it is
simpler to view terms as ontexts without holes. The expression C [M1 ; : : : ; Mn ℄ denotes the result
of pla ing terms M1 , : : : , Mn in the n holes of the ontext C from left to right, possibly apturing
free variables. For terms, M  N denotes that M and N are the same term after renaming bound
variables. For ontexts, C1  C2 is similar but only allows renaming bound variables whose s opes
do not in lude a hole. The statement X  Y means that the synta ti entity X o urs properly
within the synta ti entity Y ; X  Y has the same meaning ex ept X and Y may be the same. The
expression M [x:=N ℄ denotes the result of repla ing all free o urren es of x in M by N after rst
renaming the bound variables of M to be distin t from the free variables of N . For types,  [ :=℄
has an analogous meaning. The expression FV(X ) denotes the set of free (unbound) variables of
the synta ti entity X , where X is a term or type.
Our presentation generalizes notions of redu tion (n.o.r.)[Bar84℄. A simple n.o.r. R is a pair
( R ; CR ) of a redex/ ontra tum relation R and a set of redu tion ontexts CR .13 The statement
M R N means M is an R-redex and N is the R- ontra tum of M . For a simple n.o.r., M !R
N means M is transformed into N by ontra ting R-redexes in positions in M spe i ed by an
R-redu tion ontext , i.e., there are a ontext C 2 CR with k holes and terms Mi and Ni for
13 Barendregt's de nition [Bar84, se . 3.1.1℄ identi es R with R and requires CR to always be the set of all

single-hole ontexts. Barendregt's formulation yields the ompatible losure of
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R.

2 f1; : : : ; kg su h that M  C [M1; : : : ; Mk ℄ and N  C [N1 ; : : : ; Nk ℄ and Mi R Ni for i 2
f1; : : : ; kg. A omposite n.o.r. R is a rule omposing redu tion steps of simple n.o.r.'s; in this ase
M !R N means M and N are related by the rule. The symbol R denotes the transitive
and re exive losure of !R . A term M is in normal form with respe t to R, written R-nf(M ),
when there is no term N su h that M !R N . The statement M nf!R N means M R N and

i

R-nf(N ).

5.2

Untyped Language

CIL
ut

Untyped Syntax
x; y; z 2 Variable
2 Constant
C^ 2 UntContext ::=
^ N^ 2 UntTerm
M;

V^

2 UntValue

=
::=

^
^ ^
^
2j j x j x:
 C j x:C j C1  C2

j  C^1 ; : : : ; C^n j i C^
j in+i C^ j ase+ C^ bind x in C^1 ; : : : ; C^n
f C^ j 2 6  C^ g


j x:M^ j  V^1 ; : : : ; V^n j in+i V^

Untyped Redu tion ( ^; C^)
^ )  V^
(x:M



i  V^1 ; : : : ; V^n
ase+ (in+i V^ ) bind x in M^ 1 ; : : : ; M^ n
x:M^

^ M^ [x:=V^ ℄
^ V^i
^ (x:M^ i )  V^
^ M^ [x:=(x:M^ )℄

if 1  i  n
if 1  i  n

Redu tion ontexts: C^ = f C^ j C^ 2 UntContext and C^ has exa tly one hole g

Figure 1: Untyped language CIL
ut .
5.2.1 Syntax and Semanti s of CIL
ut

Figure 1 shows the syntax and semanti s of the untyped language CIL
ut . The synta ti ategories
UntContext, UntTerm, and UntValue are respe tively the untyped and unlabelled ontexts,
terms, and values.
CIL
ut in ludes onstants, but no primitive operators on onstants. The reason for this is that
values at ground type are ne essary for some formal statements, but the presentation is simpler
without primitive operators on these values.
5.2.2 Con uen e of CIL
ut

We will prove on uen e of CIL
ut by translating it into a regular ombinatory redu tion system
(CRS). The notion of a CRS and what it means for a CRS to be regular is de ned in appendix A.
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We de ne a CRS ut using the following set of fun tion symbols.14

F = f(1) ; (2) ; (1) ; val(1) ; notval(1) g [ Constant [ f (ii) ; i (1) ; in+i (1) ; ase+i (i+1) j i 2 N g
We de ne the fun tion Cut : UntTerm ! Ter(F ) together with an auxiliary fun tion But :
UntTerm ! Ter(F ) to translate untyped terms into CRS terms:
(

^
^
Cut (M^ )
= val(But (M )) ^ if M^ 2 UntValue,
notval(But (M )) if M 2= UntValue.
But( )
=
But(x)
=x
^
But(x:M )
= ([x℄Cut (M^ ))
But(x:M^ )
= ([x℄Cut (M^ ))
^
^
But(M N )
= (Cut (M^ ); Cut (N^ ))

But( M^ 1; : : : ; M^n )
= n (Cut (M^ 1 ); : : : ; Cut (M^ n ))
But(i M^ )
= i (Cut (M^ ))
But(in+i M^ )
= in+i (Cut (M^ ))
But( ase+ M^ bind x in M^1; : : : ; M^n ) = ase+n (Cut (M^ ); [x℄Cut (M^1 ); : : : ; [x℄Cut (M^n))
Now we give redu tion rules for the CRS to simulate redu tion in CIL
ut . The key te hni al hallenge
here is to spe ify the value restri tion of the appli ation, proje tion, and ase analysis redu tion
rules using only non-ambiguous CRS redu tion rules. We also desire to use simple rule s hemas
rather than rule s hemas with one rule for ea h possible shape of a value. We will de ne the set of
rules Rv to propagate the value status of a term and the set of rules R^ to simulate the redu tion
rules of CIL
ut .
8
notval((Z ))
>
>
>
<notval( )

9

! val((Z ))
>
>
>
=
!
val( )
Rv =
>
notval(n (val(Z1 ); : : : ; val(Zn ))) ! val(n (val(Z1 ); : : : ; val(Zn ))) j n 2 N >
>
>
>
>
:
;
+
+
notval
(
in
(
val
(
Z
)))
!
val
(
in
(
val
(
Z
)))
j
i
2
N
i
i
8
9
0 ))) ! Z (Z 0 )
notval
((
val
(

([
x
℄
Z
(
x
)))
;
val
(
Z
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
notval
(

(
val
(

(
Z
;
:
:
:
;
Z
))))
!
Z
j
1

i

n
2
N
n 1
n
i
<
=
i

R^ = notval( ase+n (val(in+i (val(Z ))); [x℄Z1 (x); : : : ; [x℄Zn (x)))
>
>
>
! notval((val(([x℄Zi (x))); val(Z )))
>
>
:
notval(([x℄Z (x)))
! Z (([x℄Z (x)))

>
>
j 1  i  n 2 N>
>
>

Let ut be the CRS with fun tion symbols Fun(ut ) = F and the redu tion rules Red(ut ) =
Rv [ R^.
Remark 5.1. Note that the CRS ut meets the stru ture-preserving riteria of [BR96℄, sin e every argument of a RHS metavariable o urs as a subterm of the orresponding LHS. Thus, the
te hniques of [BR96℄ an easily give an expli it-substitution version of ut . In turn, from this it is
possible to derive an abstra t ma hine implementation.
14 All members of Constant are assumed to have arity 0.
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;

Now we prove on uen e of ut and use this result to prove on uen e of CIL
ut .
Lemma 5.2. The CRS ut is regular, i.e., its rules are left-linear and non-ambiguous.
Proof. Simple he king reveals that the rules are left-linear. To see that the rules are nonambiguous, rst observe that the root symbol of the LHS of every rule is notval and none of
the LHS's ontain notval anywhere else. Thus, if two distin t redexes overlap, the overlap must
o ur at the root of both redexes. Simple inspe tion of ea h rule pair reveals that no su h overlaps
are possible.
Corollary 5.3. Redu tion in ut is on uent.
Now we need to show a orresponden e between redu tion in CIL
ut and the CRS ut . First, we
de ne a fun tion E : Ter(F ) ! Ter(F ) whi h erases val and notval from terms:
(
E (F (u))
= F (E (u)) if F 2= fval; notvalg,
E (u)
otherwise.
E (F (u1 ; : : : ; un)) = F (E (u1 ); : : : ; E (un )) where n = 0 or n > 1
E ([x℄u)
= [x℄E (u)
E (x)
=x
Then, we de ne a partial fun tion Cut1 : Ter(F ) ! UntTerm whi h ontains the inverse of Cut :
(
^
if M^ is the unique term s.t. E (Cut (M^ )) = E (u),
Cut1 (u) = M
^ exists.
unde ned if no su h M
Lemma 5.4. If Cut (M^ ) ut u, then Cut1 (u) is de ned.
Lemma 5.5. Both of the following statements hold:
^ ^ N^ , then Cut (M^ ) ut Cut (N^ ).
1. If M

^)
2. If Cut (M

ut u, then M^ ^ Cut1(u).

Theorem 5.6 (Con uen e of Untyped Redu tion). If M^
^ 0 su h that N^1 ^ M^ 0 and N^2 ^ M^ 0 .
there exists M
Proof.

By onstru ting this diagram:
^
M^

N^1

Cut(N^1 )
^

ut

Cut (M^ )
^

N^2

^ N^1 and M^ ^ N^2, then
ut

Cut1(v)
ut

^

Cut(N^2 )
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v

ut

CIL
5.3.1 Type/Flow-Annotated Term Syntax
5.3

Expli itly Typed Language

Figure 2 shows the syntax of the expli itly typed language CIL . The synta ti ategories Context,
Term, and Value are respe tively the type and ow-annotated versions of UntContext, UntTerm,
and UntValue.
In this presentation, only abstra tions, appli ations, and fun tion types are given ow labels.
We ould have similarly annotated produ t, sum, interse tion, union, and base types along with
the introdu tion and elimination terms for these types.15 However, we avoid these additional
annotations in order to simplify the presentation. The absen e of these additional annotations in
no way e e ts the lass of ow analyses that an be en oded in CIL .
The requirement of non-empty label sets is imposed by ertain representation transformations
in the ompiler framework based on CIL [DMTW97℄. This requirement an easily be satis ed for
a top level l x :C ontext (or for dead ode) by using distinguished \no sour e" and \no sink"
labels in or .
The syntax ( oer e (;  ) M ) expli itly re ords at the term level the use of the subtyping rule
in gure 2 to oer e the type of M from  to  . In this presentation, there is only one subtyping
rule: it an add labels to the set of sour e labels and remove labels from the set of sink labels of a
\!"-type. If ow annotations were added to other types (e.g., produ ts, sums, et .), the subtyping
rules would be extended a ordingly.
The re ursive binding onstru t \" is used to build re ursive types. Our de nition of type
equality on re ursive types is standard [Bar92℄. We do not distinguish between equal re ursive
types (i.e., types whose in nite unfoldings are identi al) in any ontext, so we have no rules for
folding or unfolding re ursive types. The syntax forbids free type variables from o urring in typing
derivations and terms.
Although let ould be de ned as synta ti sugar for the appli ation of an abstra tion, the
desugaring would have to invent unne essary ow labels. Furthermore, an expli it let onstru t
fa ilitates transformations that handle this pattern di erently from the purely stru tural translation
of an abstra tion within an appli ation.
The type erasure jC j of a type-annotated ontext C (de ned in gure 2) is the orresponding
untyped and unlabelled ontext. The fa t that virutal tuples, virtual ase expressions, and oerions are erased by type erasure unders ores the virtual nature of these onstru ts. Type erasure
does not entirely eliminate virtual ase expressions, but instead leaves behind the appli ation of
an abstra tion. This is a onsequen e of the formulation of the union elimination typing rule, as
dis ussed inVse tion 4.6. Some ontexts do not have a type erasure, i.e., those ontaining virtual
tuples like (C1 ; : : : ; Cn ) or virtual ase expressions like
ase_ C bind x in 1 ) C1 ; : : : ; 1 ) C1

where the type erasures of C1 , : : : , Cn are not identi al. In the de nition of jC j, it is assumed that
if any immediate sub ontext of C has an unde ned type erasure, then the type erasure of C is also
unde ned.
Lemma 5.7 (Properties of Sub-Contexts).

15 In fa t, our implementation of CIL in ludes annotations on all of these types.
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Syntax Shared between Types and Terms
Q ::= P j S

S ::= _ j +

Types

P ::= ^ j 

l; k 2 Label = N

o 2 BaseType
2 TypeVariable
  j Q[ ; : : : ;  ℄
 2 OpenType ::= o j 1 !
2
1
n

::= j 
; ;  2 Type
= f j FV( ) = ?g

Type Equality

= i

? 6= ;  Label
j  :

the in nite unfoldings of  and  are identi al

Type-Annotated Contexts
C 2 Context ::=

2 j j x j x :C j l x :C j C1 k C2
j P (C1 ; : : : ; Cn ) j iP C j oer e (;  ) C j let x = C1 in C2
j inSi C j aseS C bind x in 1 ) C1 ; : : : ; n ) Cn

Type Erasure (a partial fun tion from Context to UntContext)

j2j
jx j

2
jj


x
jx :C j
 x:jC j
 jC1 j  jC2 j
l x :C
 x:jC j
C1 k C2
j(C1 ; : : : ; Cn )j  (jC1 j ; : : : ; jCn j)
j oer e (;  ) C j  jC j


 jC j
i C
 i jC j
ji^ C j 



+
+
_
ini C
 ini jC j
ini C
 jC j

jlet x = C1 in C2 j  (x:jC2 j)  jC1 j
j ase+ C bind x in 1 ) C1 ; : : : ; n ) Cn j  8ase+ jC j bind x in jC1 j ; : : : ; jCn j
<
j ase_ C bind x in  ) C ; : : : ;  ) C j  (x:jC1 j)  jC j if jC1 j      jCn j,
1

1

n

n

:
8unde
<

 :jC1 j

j^(C1 ; : : : ; Cn )j

ned

otherwise.

if jC1 j      jCn j,

unde ned otherwise.

Type-Annotated Terms, Values, Parallel Contexts

2 Term
= f C j the type erasure jC j 2 UntTerm g
2 Value
= f C j the type erasure jC j 2 UntValue g
Cp 2 ParallelContext = f C j the type erasure jC j has exa tly one hole g

M; N
V

Synta ti Sugar for Examples
bool

bool

bool = +[[ ℄; [ ℄℄
true  in+
false  in+
1 ( )
2 ( )
+
(if M1 then M2 else M3 )  ase M1 bind x in [ ℄ ) M2 ; [ ℄ ) M3 where x is fresh

Figure 2: Syntax of expli itly typed language CIL .
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1. If C1  C2 and jC2 j is de ned, then jC1 j is de ned.
2. If C  Cp, then either C
3. If C  M , then C

2 ParallelContext or C 2 Term.

2 Term.

Lemma 5.8 (Contexts Are Inje tive Fun tions). Both typed and untyped one-holed ontexts

an be seen as one-to-one fun tions from ontexts to ontexts (after identifying -equivalen e lasses), i.e.,
1. C^ [C^1 ℄  C^ [C^2 ℄ () C^1  C^2 .
2. C [C1 ℄  C [C2 ℄ () C1  C2 .

Lemma 5.9 ((De)Composing Parallel Contexts).
1. Let C  Cp [C1 ; : : : ; Cn ℄. If jC1 j      jCn j, then jC j is de ned if and only if jCi j is de ned,
and C is a parallel ontext if and only if jCi j has exa tly one hole.
2. If jCp [C1 ; : : : ; Cn ℄j is de ned, then jC1 j      jCn j, and jCp [C1 ; : : : ; Cn ℄j  jCp j [jC1 j℄.

Lemma 5.10. If jC1 j  jC2 j, then for any one-holed ontext C , either jC [C1 ℄j  jC [C2 ℄j or both
jC [C1℄j and jC [C2℄j are unde ned.
5.3.2 Typing Derivations and Well Typed Terms
Figure 3 gives the typing rules of CIL . The fun tion ConstType assigns a base type to ea h

onstant. A type environment is a nite mapping from term variables to types, i.e., a set of
variable/type pairs. If A is a type environment, then A; x:  denotes A extended to map x to type
 . The domain of de nition of A is DomDef(A). A triple A ` M :  is a judgement. A derivation
D in language X is a sequen e of judgements su h that:
1. ea h judgement is obtained from the previous ones by the typing rules of X ;
2. if a typing rule has k premises, then, for 1  i < k, the entire subderivation for the ith
premise must pre ede any of the subderivation for the i + 1th premise.16

16 This ondition guarantees that derivations are e e tively trees. Without this ondition, there ould be many
di erent derivation sequen es that were topologi al sorts of the same derivation tree, invalidating the uniqueness
laim of theorem 5.11.
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( onst)

ConstType( ) = o

A` :o
A ` M :  fk!
g ; A ` N : 
(! elim)
A ` M k N : 
8ni=1: A ` Mi : i
( intro)
A ` (M1 ; : : : ; Mn) : [1 ; : : : ; n ℄
8ni=1 : A ` Mi : i ; jM1 j  jMnj
(^ intro)
A ` ^(M1; : : : ; Mn ) : ^[1 ; : : : ; n ℄

A ` M : P [1 ; : : : ; n ℄; 1  i  n
A ` iP M : i
A ` M : i ; 1  i  n

S [1 ;:::;n ℄
(+;_ intro)
A ` inSi M
: S [1 ; : : : ; n ℄
(;^ elim)

(+ elim)
(_ elim)

(var)

A; x: 

(! intro)

g 
A ` l x :M :  fl!

` x : 
A; x:  ` M : 

A ` M : ;   
A ` oer e (;  ) M : 
A; x:  ` M : 
(re urse)
A ` x :M : 
  0 ; 0 
(arrow-) 
 !    ! 
( oer e)

0

0

(let)

A; x:  ` N :  ; A ` M : 
A ` let x = M in N : 

A ` M : +[1 ; : : : ; n ℄; 8ni=1 : A; x: i ` Mi : 
A ` ase+ M bind x in 1 ) M1 ; : : : ; n ) Mn : 
A ` M : _[1 ; : : : ; n ℄; 8ni=1 : A; x: i ` Mi :  ; jM1 j      jMn j
A ` ase_ M bind x in 1 ) M1 ; : : : ; n ) Mn : 

Figure 3: Typing rules of expli itly typed language CIL .
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We write \A `X M :  via D" to mean that derivation D is valid in language X and D ends with
A ` M :  . In this ase, D is a typing for M in X and M is well typed in X . The statement
A `CIL M :  means there exists some D su h that A `CIL M :  via D.
The (^ intro) rule requires the equivalen e of the type erasure of all omponents of the virtual
tuple, while the (_ elim) rule requires the equivalen e of the type erasures of all lause bodies of a
ase_ expression. These two rules formalize the restri tions on virtual tuples and virtual variants
mentioned earlier. The (;^ elim) (resp. (+;_ intro)) rule works for both produ t and interse tion
(resp. sum and union) types, sin e P (resp. S ) ranges over  and ^ (resp. + and _).
We will show that typing derivations and well typed terms are isomorphi , using the fun tions
de ned in gure 4. Env is a partial fun tion that maps a CIL term to a type environment pairing
ea h free variable of the term to its type. Env is unde ned if there are on i ting type assignments
for some free variable within the term. The partial fun tion Typ onstru ts the type of a CIL
term based on the expli it type information in the term. In the de nition of Typ, if the value of
Typ(M ) is not expli itly spe i ed, then it is unde ned.
Theorem 5.11 (Uniqueness of Typings in CIL ).
1. Every typing derivation for M ends with
Env(M )  A `CIL M : Typ(M ) for some A.
2. If Env(M )  A and Typ(M ) are de ned, then there is a unique typing derivation
that Env(M )  A `CIL M : Typ(M ) via D.

D su h

By indu tion on typing derivations. The important thing to observe is that together the
fun tions Env and Typ en ode all of the restri tions of the type system, so if M is not typable then
either Env(M ) or Typ(M ) will be unde ned.
Thus, when desired, we may re over the type of any well typed term from the term itself. The
notation M  asserts that M is well typed and Typ(M ) =  .

Proof.

5.3.3 Redu tion on Expli itly Typed Terms

The all-by-value redu tion rules for the typed language CIL are in gure 5. The main notion
of redu tion, r-redu tion, is divided into three steps: simplifying type annotations, performing a
omputation step, and then simplifying type annotations again. Type annotations that might blo k
a omputation step are removed by t-redu tion. Sin e t-redu tion is terminating (lemma 5.13), it
is onvenient to go to t-normal form before and after omputation steps. We assume terms are
always kept in t-normal form. The notion of -redu tion performs real omputation steps. In our
term formulation, parallel -redexes (i.e., di erent type-annotated versions of the same program
phrase) must be ontra ted simultaneously. This is formalized using parallel ontexts (members of
ParallelContext), whi h require parallel -redexes to ll holes that map to the same hole in the
type-erased program.
Remark 5.12. In the t-redu tion rules in gure 5, onstraints that might be expe ted on the type
and ow annotations are not imposed by the redu tion rules but are instead a onsequen e of the
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Addition and Subtra tion of Type Environments
(

(

A[B

if A [ B is a fun tion,
AB =
unde ned otherwise.

A B=

if A [ B is a fun tion,
unde ned otherwise.

A B

Environment Inferen e Fun tion
Env : Term ,! TypeEnvironment
Env( )
=?
Env(x )
= fx :  g
Env(l x :M )
= Env(M ) fx :  g

Env(M k N )
= Env(M )  Env(N )
Env( oer e (;  ) M ) = Env(M )
Env(x :M )
= Env(M ) fx :  g
Env(let x = M in N ) = Env(M )  (Env(N ) fx :  g)
Env(P (M1 ; : : : ; Mn )) = Env(M1 )      Env(Mn )
Env(
iP M ) 
= Env(M )

S
Env( ini M )
= Env(M )
Env( aseS M bind x in 1 ) M1 ; : : : ; n ) Mn )
= Env(M )  (Env(M1 ) fx : 1 g)  : : :  (Env(Mn )

fx : n g)

Type Inferen e Fun tion
Typ : Term ,! Type
Typ( )
Typ(x )
Typ(l x :M )
Typ(M k N )
Typ( oer e (;  ) M )

= ConstType( )
=
g Typ(M )
=  fl!
=
=

if Typ(M ) = Typ(N )
if Typ(M ) =  = 1
and  = 1 [! 2
if Typ(M ) = 
if Typ(M ) = 
0

fk!
g 
! 
2
[


0

Typ(x :M )
=
Typ(let x = M in N ) = Typ(N )
Typ((M1 ; : : : ; Mn )) = [Typ(M1 ); : : : ; Typ(Mn )℄
Typ(^(M1 ; : : : ; Mn )) = ^[Typ(M1 ); : : : ; Typ(Mn )℄
= i
if Typ(M ) = P [1 ; : : : ; n ℄ and 1  i  n
Typ(iP M ) 

S
=
if  = S [1 ; : : : ; n ℄, 1  i  n, and Typ(M ) = i
Typ( ini M )
+
Typ( ase M bind x in 1 ) M1 ; : : : ; n ) Mn )
= Typ(M1 )
if Typ(M ) = +[1 ; : : : ; n ℄
and Typ(M1 ) =    = Typ(Mn )
Typ( ase_ M bind x in 1 ) M1 ; : : : ; n ) Mn )
= Typ(M1 )
if Typ(M ) = _[1 ; : : : ; n ℄
and Typ(M1 ) =    = Typ(Mn )

Figure 4: De nitions of the Env and Typ fun tions.
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Main Notion of Redu tion for Type-Annotated Terms
M !r N i 9M 0 ; N 0 : (M nf!t M 0
Computation Redu tion (

! N 0 nf!t N )

;C )

let x = V in M
i (V1 ; : : : ; Vn )
ase+ in+i V  bind x in 1 ) M1 ; : : : ; n ) Mn
x :M
Redu tion ontexts: C = ParallelContext

M [x:=V ℄
Vi
if 1  i  n
let xi = V in Mi if 1  i  n
M [x:=(x :M )℄

Type-Annotation-Simpli ation Redu tion ( t ; Ct )
(l x :N ) k M
i^ ^(M1 ; : : : ; M
 n)

t
t
t
t
t

let x = M in N
Mi
if 1  i  n
let xi = N in Mi if 1  i  n
let x = N in M
oer e (;  ) M

ase_ in_i N  bind x in 1 ) M1 ; : : : ; n ) Mn
( oer e (;  ) (l x :M )) k N
oer e (1 ;  ) oer e (; 2 ) M
Redu tion ontexts: Ct = f C j C 2 Context and C has exa tly one hole g

Figure 5: Redu tion rules of expli itly typed language CIL .
typing rules in gure 3. For example, in the appli ation rule, the typing rules imply that  must
be flg and must be fkg. Similar onstraints hold for the other t-redu tion rules.
Lemma 5.13. t-redu tion is terminating.
Proof. t-redu tion redu es the size of a term, where the size is measured as the number of symbols
appearing in the term.
Remark 5.14. We have proven that t-redu tion is on uent but do not present this fa t, be ause
it is not required for our subje t redu tion and on uen e results for !r . These results only
require that any term an be redu ed to t-normal-form.

Lemma 5.15.
C , then C 2 Term and jM j

1. If M
2. If M
Proof.

t

^ jC j.

C , then C 2 Term and jM j  jC j.

By inspe tion of the redu tion rules together with the type erasure rules.

Lemma 5.16 (Redex/Contra tum Relations Are Fun tions). For ea h simple n.o.r. R
entity X , there is at most one Y su h that X R Y .

f^; ; tg, for any synta ti
Proof.

By inspe tion of the redu tion rules.
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Lemma 5.17. The set Term is losed under -redu tion and t-redu tion. Also, ea h -redu tion
step orresponds to a ^-redu tion step on the type erasure while ea h t-redu tion step preserves the
type erasure. More spe i ally,

! C , then C 2 Term and jM j !^ jC j.
If M !t C , then C 2 Term and jM j  jC j.

1. If M
2.

Proof.

1. By the de nition of -redu tion, we know that M  Cp [M1 ; : : : ; Mn ℄ and C  Cp [C1 ; : : : ; Cn ℄
where Mi
Ci for 1  i  n. By lemma 5.9, we know that jM1 j      jMn j and
jM j  jCp j [jM1 j℄. By lemma 5.15, we know that C1 ; : : : ; Cn 2 Term and jMij ^ jCij for
1  i  n. By lemma 5.16 we know that jC1 j      jCn j. By lemma 5.9, we know that jC j
is de ned, implying C 2 Term, and that jC j  jCp j [jC1 j℄, implying that jM j !^ jC j.
2. By de nition of t-redu tion, we know that M  C 0 [M 0 ℄ and C  C 0 [C 00 ℄ where M 0 t C 00 .
By lemma 5.15, we know that C 00 2 Term and jM 0 j  jC 00 j. By lemma 5.10, we know that
jM j  jC 0[M 0 ℄j  jC 0[C 00 ℄j  jC j implying that C 2 Term.
Lemma 5.18. If Env(M ) is de ned and if x 2 DomDef(Env(M )) implies (Env(M ))(x) =  , then
1.
2.

Env(M [x:=N ℄)  (Env(M ) fx :  g)  Env(N ).
If Typ(N ) =  and Typ(M ) is de ned, then Typ(M [x:=N ℄) = Typ(M ).

Proof.

Both parts are by indu tion on the stru ture of M .

Lemma 5.19. If M

R

N for R 2 f ; tg, then

Env(M ) is de ned, then Env(N )  Env(M ).
If Typ(M ) is de ned, then Typ(N ) = Typ(M ).
If A `CIL M :  , then A `CIL N :  .

1. If
2.
3.

For 1 and 2, by ases on the redu tion rule, using lemma 5.18 for the redu tion of let. For
3, using 1 and 2 together with theorem 5.11.

Proof.

Lemma 5.20 (Subje t /t-Redu tion).
1. If M

! N and A `CIL M :  , then A `CIL N :  .
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2. If M

!t N

and A `CIL M :  , then A `CIL N :  .

Proof.

1. We know that M  Cp [M1 ; : : : ; Mn ℄ and N  Cp [N1 ; : : : ; Nn ℄ where Mi Ni for 1  i  n.
Consider the typing derivation D whi h proves A `CIL M :  . For 1  i  n the typing
derivation D has subderivation Di proving Ai `CIL Mi : i for some Ai and i . By lemma 5.19,
for 1  i  n there is a derivation Di0 proving Ai `CIL Ni : i . Consider the derivation D0
formed from D by repla ing Di by Di0 for 1  i  n. The only typing rules whi h inspe t the
internal stru ture of the terms in the judgements in their premises are (^ intro) and (_ elim),
whi h merely verify that the type erasure of the term they are building is de ned. Be ause
jN j is de ned (sin e it is a term by lemma 5.17), we know that D0 is a valid derivation, giving
the desired result.
2. Similar reasoning to the previous ase, only simpler.
Theorem 5.21 (Subje t r-Redu tion for CIL ). If M
N : .

!r N and A `CIL M :  , then A `CIL

The laim follows immediately from lemma 5.20 and the de nition of r-redu tion as the
omposition of -redu tion and t-redu tion.
V
De nition 5.22 (Erasable Form). A term M is an erasable form if it has the form (M1 ; : : : ; Mn ),
i^ M 0 , oer e (;  ) M 0 , or in_i M 0  .
Lemma 5.23. If t-nf(M ) and jM j  C^ [N^ ℄, then M  Cp [N1 ; : : : ; Nn ℄ where jCp j  C^ , jN1 j  N^ ,
and Ni is not an erasable form for 1  i  n.
Lemma 5.24. If M is well typed, t-nf(M ), M is not an erasable form, and jM j is a ^-redex, then
Proof.

M is a -redex.

By ase analysis on the form of M .
Lemma 5.25. If t-nf(M ), M is well typed, and jM j !^ N^ , then there is a term N su h that
M ! N and jN j  N^ .
^ 0 ℄ and N^  C^ [N^ 0 ℄ where M^ 0 ^ N^ 0 . By
Proof. Be ause jM j !^ N^ , we know that jM j  C^ [M
lemmas 5.23 and 5.24, we know that M  Cp [M1 ; : : : ; Mn ℄ where jCp j  C^ , jM1 j      jMn j 
M^ 0 , and Mi
Ni for 1  i  n. Thus, M ! N where N  Cp [N1 ; : : : ; Nn ℄. All that remains
is to show that jN j  N^ .
By lemma 5.17, jM j !^ jN j. By lemma 5.9 and the above reasoning we know that C^ [M^ 0 ℄ !^
^C [jN1 j℄. Thus, M^ 0 ^ jN1 j. By lemma 5.16, we know that N^ 0  jN1 j. Thus, jN j  C^ [jN1 j℄ 
C^ [N^ 0 ℄  N^ , whi h is exa tly the desired result.
Proof.

Theorem 5.26 (Typed/Untyped Redu tion Corresponden e).
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!r N , then jM j !^ jN j.
If jM j !^ N^ and M is well typed, then there exists a term N where M !r N and jN j  N^ .

1. If M
2.

Proof.

1. This laim follows immediately from lemma 5.17 and the de nition of r-redu tion as the
omposition of -redu tion and t-redu tion.
2. By lemma 5.13, M nf!t M 0 . By lemma 5.20, M 0 is well typed. By lemma 5.17, jM 0 j  jM j,
implying that jM 0 j !^ N^ . By lemma 5.25, M 0 ! N 0 where jN 0 j  N^ . By lemmas 5.13
and 5.17, N 0 nf!t N where jN 0 j  jN j  N^ . By de nition of r-redu tion, M !r N , showing
the desired result.
Theorem 5.27 (Con uen e Modulo Type Erasure of Typed Redu tion). If M1 and M2
are well typed, jM1 j  jM2 j, M1 r N1 , and M2 r N2 , then there exist M10 and M20 su h that
jM10 j  jM20 j, N1 r M10 and N2 r M20 .

By theorem 5.26, jM1 j ^ jN1 j and jM2 j ^ jN2 j. By theorem 5.6, there exists N^ su h
that jN1 j ^ N^ and jN2 j ^ N^ . By theorem 5.26, there exist terms M1 and M2 su h that
jM1 j  jM2j  N^ and N1 r M1 and N2 r M2 .
Remark 5.28. Con uen e modulo type erasure is not as strong a result as traditional on uen e,
in whi h M1  M2 and M10  M20 . However, sin e meaning in CIL is entirely determined at
the untyped level, on uen e modulo type erasure is suÆ ient for the purpose of showing that
transformations preserve meaning. We onje ture that CIL is on uent in the traditional sense,
but have not proven this fa t.
Proof.

5.4

Unlabelled Language

CIL
ul

The syntax of the unlabelled language CIL
ul is de ned in gure 6. The unlabelled language is de ned
as the subset of CIL (1) that has no instan es of oer e and (2) in whi h all sour e and sink labels
have been ollapsed to the distinguished label . This subset is formally de ned via a label erasure
fun tion on types and terms that erases oer es and maps all labels to . Sin e no onfusion an
arise,  is typi ally omitted when writing CIL
ul terms and types, as in se tion 3.2.
CIL
The semanti s of ul is inherited from CIL . It is easy to show that CIL
ul is losed under !X ,
where X 2 ft; ; r g, so that the restri tions of these relations to CIL
(written
!t~, !~, and !r~)
ul
are well de ned.
CIL
The typing rules of CIL
ul are also inherited from  . Label erasure extends to type environments: if A is a type environment fx1 : 1 ; : : : ; xn : ng, then hAi = fx1 : h1 i ; : : : ; xn : hn ig, The
typing rules of CIL
ul are the rules of gure 3 (ex ept for the oer e rule) modi ed by repla ing
hM i : h i.
every judgement A `CIL M :  mentioned in a rule by hAi `CIL
ul
CIL
CIL
CIL
Sin e ul is a subset of  , all de nitions on  (su h as type erasure) arry over to CIL
ul .
CIL
CIL
Moreover, sin e ul is losed under the redu tion relations of  and it respe ts the typing rules
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Label Erasure on Types

hi

hi : Type ! Type

o
h i

fg
! h2 i
hQ[1 ; : : : ; n ℄i  Q[h1 i ; : : : ; hn i℄
1
2  h1 i fg
h : i
  : h i
Label Erasure on Contexts hi : Context ! Context
Do

h2i
hx i

 
!

E

2
 xh i
D
E
l x :C
 fg xh i:hC i
h oer e (;  ) C i  hC i
hD
P (C1 ; : : : ; Cn )i  P (hC1 i ; : : : ; hCn i)
 E

h i
inSi C
 inSi hC i
aseS C bind x in 1 ) C1 ; : : : ; n ) Cn 

hi
hx :C i


 xh i:hC i
E
D
 hC1 i fg
C1 k C2
 h C2 i

h

i
hlet x = C1 in C2 i  let x = hC1 i in hC2 i
iP C
 iP hC i
aseS hC i bind x in h1 i ) hC1 i; : : : ; hn i ) hCn i

Syntax of CIL
ul
~; ~ ; ~ 2 UnlType
= f h i j  2 Typeg
C~ 2 UnlContext
= f hC i j C 2 Contextg
~ N~ 2 UnlTerm
M;
= f hM i j M 2 Termg
~
V 2 UnlValue
= f hV i j V 2 Valueg
~ 2 UnlParallelContext = f hCp i j Cp 2 ParallelContextg
Cp

Figure 6: De nition of the unlabelled language CIL
ul .
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of CIL , all the results shown for CIL (e.g., subje t redu tion, on uen e modulo type erasure)
hold for CIL
ul .
5.5

Impli itly Typed Language

CIL
i

CIL
CIL
The impli itly typed language CIL
i is automati ally obtained from ul and ut . The syntax and
CIL
CIL
CIL
semanti s of CIL
i are the same as ut as given in gure 1. The types of i are those of ul .
CIL
CIL
~
~
M : ~
The typing rules of i are the rules of ul modi ed by repla ing every judgement A `CIL
ul
M~ : ~.
mentioned in a rule by A~ `CIL
i
While the impli itly typed language is not as useful for a ompiler intermediate language as the
expli itly typed language, it is helpful for omparing our approa h to interse tion and union types
with traditional approa hes. Furthermore, CIL
i appears to be the rst impli itly typed lambda
al ulus with interse tion and union types that has the subje t redu tion property:
^ !^ N^ and A~ `CIL M^ : ~, then A~ `CIL
Theorem 5.29 (Subje t ^-Redu tion for CIL
i ). If M
i
i
N^ : ~.
~ su h that A~ `CIL
Proof. Be ause A~ `CIL
M^ : ~, by de nition of CIL
i we know there exists M
i
ul
M~ : ~. Be ause M^ !^ N^ and by the unlabelled version of theorem 5.26, we know there exists
N~ su h that M~ !r~ N~ and N~  N^~ . By the unlabelled version of theorem 5.21, we know that
A~ `CIL
N~ : ~. By de nition of CIL
N^ : ~.
i , this implies that A~ `CIL
i
ul

6 Con lusion
We have presented CIL , a typed - al ulus that an be used as an intermediate language for
optimizing ompilers for higher-order polymorphi programming languages su h as ML. We have
shown that the al ulus satis es on uen e and subje t redu tion properties.
As an intermediate language, CIL is designed to fa ilitate veri able ow-dire ted ompiling with
an emphasis on generating ustomized data representations. The intermediate language en ourages
the ompiler writer to view values of interse tion type as potential tuples and values of union type
as potential variants. If a ompiler analysis indi ates that it would be advantageous to reify a
potential tuple (variant) then it an be transformed into a real tuple (variant) and its type an be
transformed into a produ t (sum) type. In a related paper, [DMTW97℄, we illustrate the utility of
this approa h by generating ustomized fun tion representations. We are urrently in the pro ess
of implementing this transformation framework.
The extent to whi h this approa h an redu e the performan e gap between rst-order monomorphi languages and higher-order polymorphi languages remains un lear. What does seem lear is
that some ustomization de isions are best made on a relatively low-level representation of the program in whi h \ma hine language polymorphism" is exposed. The extension of CIL with low-level
representation types along the lines of [MWCG98, MCGW97℄ remains an important open problem.
The ow type system presented here assumes that ow analysis and transformations are performed on entire programs, i.e., losed terms. In pra ti e, it is ne essary to support the analysis
of modular program fragments. A simple approa h is to extend ow labels with a distinguished
\unknown" label; only onservative (and potentially expensive) representations ould be used on
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values annotated with this label. A more aggressive approa h is to perform additional analysis and
transformations when modules are linked together. Re ent te hniques for performing ow analysis
a ross module boundaries [TJ94, Ban97, FF97℄ indi ate that ow types are not inherently in ompatible with modular program organization. However, link time optimizations remain a ri h area
for exploration.
Finally, an important pra ti al onsideration in ompiling with types is ontrolling the size of
the intermediate representations. Our urrent language dupli ates terms when it dupli ates types.
While this language is on eptually onvenient for spe i ation, for implementation purposes a
onsiderable size savings an be obtained by areful sharing of data stru tures. It ould also be
useful to pursue the use of a typed al ulus with interse tion and union types in the style of [Wel96℄.
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A Combinatory Redu tion Systems
We use the fun tional presentation of CRS's [KvOvR93℄. An alternative appli ative presentation
an be found in [Klo80℄. Both ways of presenting CRS's have the same expressiveness; they only
di er in the number of \garbage terms" that must be ignored.
A CRS  is spe i ed by a set of fun tion symbols Fun() (in the appli ative presentation, a set
of onstants) and a set of redu tion rules Red() (sometimes alled rewrite rules ). Ea h fun tion
symbol F has a xed arity n, whi h we denote by writing F (n) . We will often omit the arity from
fun tion symbols and metavariables when writing terms sin e it will be obvious from the ontext.
The fun tion symbols are the only part of the CRS's alphabet whi h an vary from CRS to CRS.
The xed part of the alphabet in ludes the set of variables Var and the set of metavariables MVar.
The set of metaterms and the set of terms are determined by the set of fun tion symbols F (where
F = Fun() for some CRS ) together with the xed portion of the alphabet. Let u and v range
over terms and let s and t range over metaterms. The set of metaterms MTerF is the smallest set
satisfying all of the following:
1. If x 2 Var (i.e., x is a (ordinary) variable), then x 2 MTerF .
2. If x 2 Var and s 2 MTerF , then [x℄s 2 MTerF .
3. If F (n) 2 F and s1 ; : : : ; sn 2 MTerF , then F (n) (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) 2 MTerF .
4. If Z (n) 2 MVar (i.e., Z is a metavariable with xed arity n) and s1 ; : : : ; sn 2 MTerF , then
Z (n) (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) 2 MTerF .
The set of terms Ter(F ) is the subset of MTer(F ) ontaining only those metaterms whi h do not
mention metavariables. The notion of ontext is de ned for metaterms and terms as usual.
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A valuation  : MVar ! MTerF is a fun tion mapping metavariables to metaterms su h
that for any metavariable Z (n) , the metaterm  (Z (n) ) mentions only metavariables in the set
fZ1(0) ; : : : ; Zn(0) g. A valuation  is automati ally extended to a fun tion from MTerF to Ter(F ) as
follows17 :
1.  (x) = x.
2.  ([x℄s) = [x℄ (s) (assuming by - onversion that x is not mentioned in the range of  ).
3.  (F (n) (s1 ; : : : ; sn )) = F (n) ( (s1 ); : : : ;  (sn )).
4.  (Z (n) (s1 ; : : : ; sn )) =  0 ( (Z (n) )) where  0(Zi(0) ) =  (si ) for 1  i  n.
Ea h redu tion rule r of a CRS is a pair s ! t (where s is the left-hand side (LHS) and t is the
right-hand side (RHS)) of metaterms obeying the following onditions:
1. Neither s nor t has free (ordinary) variables, i.e., ea h variable x o urs in the s ope of a
binder [x℄.
2. The LHS is of the form F (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) for some fun tion symbol F and some metaterms s1 ,
: : : , sn .
3. Any metavariable whi h o urs in the RHS also o urs in the LHS.
4. Any metavariable Z (n) (of arity n) o urs in the LHS only in the form Z (n) (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) where
x1 , : : : , xn are n distin t (ordinary) variables.
Any redu tion rule r = s ! t automati ally determines a redu tion relation !r (sometimes alled
a rewrite relation ) su h that C [ (s)℄ !r C [ (t)℄ for every valuation S
 and every term ontext C .
Any set of redu tion rules R determines a redu tion relation !R = r2R !r .
A redu tion rule s ! t is left-linear if every metavariable in s (the LHS) o urs in s exa tly
on e. A set of redu tion rules R is left-linear if every redu tion rule r 2 R is left-linear.
Two metaterms s and t interfere i for some valuations  and  0 and some ontext C it is the
ase that (1)  (s) = C [ 0(t)℄ and (2) the position18 of the hole in C is a position in s whi h is not
o upied by a metavariable. The interferen e is at the root i C is the empty ontext. A pair of
redu tion rules s ! t and s0 ! t0 is ambiguous (sometimes alled overlapping ) i s and s0 interfere
and either the two rules are distin t or the interferen e is not at the root. A set of redu tion rules
R is ambiguous i there exists an ambiguous pair of rules r; r0 2 R (where r and r0 may be the
same rule).
A CRS  is regular (also alled orthogonal ) if and only if the set of redu tion rules Red() are
left-linear and non-ambiguous. We write ! as an abbreviation for !Red() .
Theorem A.1 (Con uen e of Regular CRS's). If  is a regular CRS, and u  v1 , and
u

 v2, then there exists u0 su h that v1  u0 and v2  u0.

Proof.

See [Klo80℄ or [KvOvR93℄ for proofs that any regular (orthogonal) CRS is on uent.

17 This de nition of valuation di ers from that of [KvOvR93℄ and [Klo80℄ (whi h di er from ea h other anyway),
but produ es equivalent results.
18 We leave this notion of position unspe i ed. See [KvOvR93℄ or [Klo80℄ for a more pre ise de nition.
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